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April 17, 2019

Re: Taylor Markarian
To Whom It May Concern:
I have known Taylor Markarian for the past year as my student in the Arts & Entertainment Management
Program. She is currently trying to fulfill a BBA degree in Arts and Entertainment Management and Minor in
Special Events Marketing. Her academic and personal standards have provided Taylor with strong professional
acumen in learning new ideas that are well suited in any working environment. With strong recommendation,
Taylor would be a great addition to your organization.
Taylor has the curiosity, passion and mature nature that allow her to pursue multiple careers from working as a
professional performer then shifting to experiential marketing event and production design. These skills
highlight her diverse experiences in which strengthened her knowledge, skills and abilities in time management,
communication, and leadership. She provides a high level of professionalism and care to every project that she
is part of. Her current and past professional experiences have given her the motivation to always to strive for
success. These experiences include MAS Event + Design as freelance coordinator/production assistant,
Broadway Dance Lab as event coordinator, to name a few. The above job experiences and opportunities have
prepared Taylor with effective business knowledge that put emphasis on her organizational skills focusing on
details, logic, and program analysis.
A well-rounded person with many interests, Taylor is committed, motivated and disciplined individual. One who
can rise above any challenges and opportunities put forth before her, where she takes on the risks and turn
them into prospects. Taylor’s natural motivation has allowed her to take initiative and take on additional
responsibilities within her school and professional line of work.
I’m strongly recommending Taylor Markarian and the hope that you’ll give her the opportunity to be amongst
member of your team.
If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

Yours Truly,

